
 

This is Kalia, Issa hero (Issa is the ancient Greek colony and 
city-state or Greek polis on the island of Vis). This is him as a 
child with his mother Lizimaha

Protarhos (the city strategist), Kalia, (the main commander), Theodoros 
(the second commander and Kalia's deputy) and Ionious ( a priest, a 
wise old man and the Artemidis Temple manager) are talking.

Eutarhos (a wessel owner and a trader from Issa) enters and complaints
 that he almost couldn't reach the island because of the llirians.

The two soldiers are informing Kalia that the Ilirians went 
to Pharos (Stari Grad on the island of Hvar today).

Kalia is calling Theodoros to gather all the people (soldiers) to 
help the Greeks on Pharos.

Kalia as the Issa commander goes to the sea battle with the ship 
triera along with all the brave men from Issa.

Hello good Isseans! I 
barely came out 

alive because of the 
Ilirian privateers!

Hello good naucler! We 
haven’t had something 

like this since we 
founded the town

Did you sail back 
calm?  

We have to be 
prepared for 

possible attacks 
on Issa. Theodoros, 

prepare the 
ships and put 
the sentry!

We will be able 
to count the ships 

soon!

The Ilirians are 
sailing towards 

Pharos!

 We have to 
understand 
this as an 
attack! Theodoros, we 

don’t have time to 
repair the ships! 
We are leaving 

now!



Kalia's crew and the Greeks from Pharos fight with the Ilirians 
(the indigenious people) in a big and dangerous sea battle .

Kalia's crew and the Greeks from Pharos fight with the Ilirians 
(the indigenious people) in a big and dangerous sea battle .

Unforturnately, Kalia gets hit by an Ilirian spear and dies falling 
into the sea. The Issa Greeks won the battle and bring the 
captured Ilirians on their trieras (ships) back to Issa.


